All-Natural CLE Mineral Drops - Complete Organic
Mineral Solution for Optimal Health
CLE Mineral Drops -- Industry-Leading 90%+ Absorption Rate -- Mother
Nature’s Complete Health-Regenerating Power Harnessed in a Dropper.
Science now knows that the average human body is made of roughly ten trillion individual cells.
Ten. Trillion. Cells.
How can we possibly nourish ten trillion cells? Thankfully, Mother Nature handles that job for us
by providing natural cell-regenerating substances all over earth.
But CLE Mineral Drops take it to a new level, concentrating these natural substances into highly
potent “cell food” -- earth-derived vitamins and minerals -- in just a small drop. Think of it as
Mother Nature’s perfect multi-vitamin for promoting complete overall health.
What is life like with ten trillion healthier, nourished cells? You would experience:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preventative & restorative health benefits
Protection against age related health conditions & diseases
Slowed/reversed markers of aging
*Stronger immune system
Flu & cold protection
Body detoxifier
Reduced Inflammation
Significant pain relief
More energy
Improved brain function
Thicker hair, teeth and nails
Clearer, more youthful skin
Improved mood and cognition
Healthy weight management
Faster growth and repair of muscles

The list would go on forever. Simply imagine any part of your body, inside or out, and then
picture it looking better, feeling better and functioning better. These are the benefits CLE
Mineral Drops were formulated to achieve.

Why Not All Mineral Supplements Are Created Equal
Independent studies have shown that most multi-vitamin and mineral supplements in tablet and
capsules form (even top-selling brands) have very poor absorption rates, commonly falling as
low as 20%. The reason is that they use cheap methods of mineral extraction, relying on harsh
chemicals that destroy the nutritional benefit of the supplement.
Supplements containing minerals extracted by harsh chemicals are seen by the body as toxic
and it now has the burden of filtering all of it out, leaving the minerals completely unutilized and
useless, which eventually causes vitamin and mineral deficiencies that severely compromise
cell health and lead to deteriorating health conditions such as:
•
•
•
•

Rapid aging
Arthritis
Cardiovascular Disease
Osteoporosis

And in severe cases, cancer. Without adequate minerals your body can no longer program your
cells correctly through DNA sequencing. These damaged, incomplete cells eventually form
cancerous tumours.

The Natural Way
We formulated CLE Mineral Drops to give people what they pay for -- highly bioavailable
minerals in liquid form that result in industry-leading absorption rates. CLE uses a careful
non-chemical extraction process that preserves nutrient integrity to the highest degree. Our
minerals are extracted from our company-owned biologically rich land that is home to untouched
natural mineral deposits.
Our comprehensive all-natural liquid mineral solution contains:
•
•
•
•
•

75 plant-derived essential minerals not produced by the body
18 essential amino acids not produced by the body
30 organic acids
5 vitamins proven to increase whole-body wellness
Highly purified water for a stable, non-toxic solution

In addition, our mineral deposits contain unique natural Fulvic, which can be thought of as
nature’s delivery system. Fulvic is an organic earth-derived material proven by clinical trials to
be a potent delivery agent that shuttles nutrients to cells more efficiently, resulting in more
nutrient-dense, healthy cells.
The final product is a 100% organic, plant-derived mineral solution with a 90%+ absorption
rate, providing a superior level of value and a quicker path to optimal health.

These are the reasons why CLE Mineral Drops is the most potent, effective and bioavailable
natural vitamin and mineral supplement -- and it has zero side effects and doesn’t interfere
with medications. This is why global leading holistic practitioners default to CLE when
recommending safe natural supplements.
In addition, our industry-leading practices outlined below have gained us recognition as a
transparent and sustainable natural supplement company.

People Who Care About Empowering Individual Health
CLE Holistic Health is its people first, a company second. We guarantee high-quality products
that work because our people manage every stage of product development, from planting seeds
to preparing packages for delivery. We own the land plots, we grow our own organic
ingredients and it is all harvested and put into capsule form by our own personnel.
From our hands to yours, you’ll receive a consistent, high-quality product from people who truly
care about empowering individuals to regain their health the natural way.
In addition, CLE Holistic Health is based in Vancouver and is licensed by Health Canada, which
upholds very rigorous standards for the sale of natural supplements. All our professional-grade
products maintain a quality level that much exceeds the already-high standards of Health
Canada’s over two dozen tests and requirements.
CLE Holistic Health’s 90% reorder rate proves we develop products that help people take true
control of their health, the natural way. We’ve received countless happy reviews and emails
from our customers, many of whom drop their prescribed medications and find relief within only
4 weeks!
We stand confidently behind our products, which is why we invite you to try CLE All-Natural
Micro Nutrient Drops -- 100% risk-free! Your purchase is backed by our money-back
guarantee, ensuring you have nothing to lose and a world of benefits to gain.

100% of CLE Holistic Health products have received an NPN – the eight-digit Natural Product
Number on each label indicating that the product has been assessed and approved by Health
Canada for legality, safety, quality, and effectiveness.

